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IN RECENT YEARS MONETARY POLICY MAKERS

havemovedfarin the

direction of regardingthe money stock as their principal instrument. It is a
reasonable shorthand description of this change to say that policy makers
now control the money stock in the light of forecasts of economic activity
and movements in interest rates, whereas before 1970 they controlled interest rates in the light of forecasts of economic activity and movements in
the money stock. Nonetheless, the "control" actually exercised by the Federal Reserve is not exact, whether it chooses interest rates or the money
stock as its instrument. Between 1951 and 1970 control of interest rates was
not exact because it was felt desirable to let market forces have a considerable impact on them. Since 1970 the money stock has not been controlled
exactly because it is deemed desirable to cushion short-run movements in
interest rates by permitting the money stock to fluctuate around a target
path.
Experience since 1970 has added an issue to the debate over the desirability of controlling the money stock rather than the interest rate. This issuethe technical feasibility of controlling the money stock-is the subject of
this paper. Such a question has never arisen with respect to interest rates.1
* The authorsalone shareresponsibilityfor all views expressedand for any errorsof
analysis.
1. It should be emphasizedthat this statementrefers to short-runperiods. Interest
rates peggedat an unchangedlevel in the long run producecumulativeeconomic movements away from equilibrium-Wicksellian cumulative movements-that ultimately
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The Federal Reserve can peg the rate of interest on any debt instrunment
simply by announcing a price at which it will buy and sell unlimited amounts
to all comers. Or, since quotations are available continuously, the Federal
Reserve can simply enter the market as a buyer or seller whenever the interest rate deviates from the target level. The effects, for example, of a $50
million open market purchase of Treasury bills on interest rates can be observed directly and without lag. If that purchase does not achieve the desired end, the operation can be repeated.
Whereas interest rate control is technically relatively easy, money stock
control is not. The money stock data are available only after a significant
lag, and then are subject to frequent and substantial revisions. If the money
stock of last week was deemed too low, it cannot be accurately known
whether random influences are eliminating or aggravating the problem this
week. Nor can it be known exactly how much money growth will result
from, say, a $50 million open market purchase.
The technical limitations in controlling the money stock are sizable but
not enormous. At present it is surely possible (if all other considerations
are ignored) to hit a desired level of the average money stock for a month
with a standard error of less than 1 percent.2 The standard error of the
change between any two months would therefore be less than 1.4 percent.3
If the two months were a year apart, the standard error on the annual rate
of growth would be less than 1.4 percent, but could amount to an annual
rate of as much as 5.6 percent for the growth rate over three months. As
this example illustrates, control over the rate of growth of the money stock
over very short periods of time may be highly inaccurate under current institutional arrangements.
Three major responses to this state of affairs may be identified. One is to
argue that short-run variations in the rate of growth of money don't matter anyway; with a policy of staying as close as possible to a target path for
force the abandonmentof a fixed peg. But the possibilityof a Wickselliancumulative
movement,althoughrelevantto the wisdomof peggingthe interestrate in the short run,
seems irrelevantto the feasibility of doing so.
2. At currentlevels of the money stock (Ml definition,that is, demanddeposits plus
currency),1 percentequals about $2.4 billion. A monthly money marketmodel developed at the FederalReserveBoardhas a demanddeposit equationwith a standarderror
of $0.591 billion and a currencyequationwith a standarderrorof $0.093 billion.
3. Assuming the errorson the two monthly levels are statisticallyindependent,the
standarderrorof the change betweenthe two monthsequalsthe squareroot of the sum
of the squaredstandarderrorsfor the two months.
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the money stock, the actual rate of growth will, over a year or two, be very
close to the target rate.
A second response argues that the policy makers should abandon attempts to control the money stock and instead aim at a variable that really
can be controlled, such as some other aggregate like the monetary base or
unborrowed reserves, or else some interest rate.
A third response is the search for better control methods that could narrow the deviation between the actual and target levels of the money stock.
This paper develops the third type of response. In analyzing the technical
problems of controlling the money stock and making proposals for dealing
with them, we assume the desirability of improving monetary control. The
case for better monetary control is no more closely related to monetarist
doctrine than is the case for improving the governmental budget process to
fiscalist doctrine. In fact, of course, those who view technical problems of
monetary control as serious also tend to assign less importance to monetary policy and to give greater weight to the objective of stable interest
rates, while those who downplay such problems tend to take the opposite
positions. Whatever the relative importance assigned to monetary and
fiscal policy, we believe it is important that all policy instruments be controlled as precisely as possible.
The topic of the next section is the theoretical importance of accurate
monetary control. The basic question analyzed is, In what ways are errors
in achieving a desired level of the money stock costly? The answer is that
imprecision in monetary control tends to magnify fluctuations in both income and interest rates, and perhaps also to increase the likelihood of
policy errors.
Since errors in reaching money stock targets impose stabilization costs,
it is natural to look for methods to improve monetary control. This paper
concentrates almost exclusively on technical problems of control. Virtually
no attention is paid to the important question of the appropriate definition
of money. Although demand deposits plus currency-M -is the definition
of money used here, it will often be obvious how the choice of a different
definition would affect the reform proposals. Nor is there an examination
below of the possible side effects, such as those on bank competition and the
efficiency of financial markets, of proposals to improve control although
careful analysis of the possible side effects of any proposal would be required
before it is adoptea.
In searching for methods to improve control, we break down the overall
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problem into several parts. First, the structure of reserve requirements is
analyzed in an effort to answer the following question: If the total reserves
of member banks of the Federal Reserve System could be controlled perfectly, how precise would be control over member bank deposits?
Second, the control of member bank reserves is evaluated to determine
the significance of changes in reserves occurring from such factors as fluctuations in float and in currency held by the public.
Finally, measurement errors in the money stock data are considered.
Historically, revisions of the data have arisen from such factors as the
correction of clerical errors, new estimates of nonmember bank deposits,
and changes in the definition of money. However, it is found that revisions
of seasonal adjustment factors account for much larger revisions in the
short-run rate of growth of the seasonally adjusted money stock than do
revisions in the underlying data. Seasonality issues are, therefore, central
to the appraisal of short-run monetary control.

Theoretical Importanceof Money Stock Control
Most analyses of monetary policy assume that the money stock is subject
to precise control and then seek to determine the path for the money stock
that is optimal to pursue the basic objectives of national economic policyfull employment, price stability, and long-run growth-and subsidiary objectives such as interest rate stability, avoidance of undue sectoral impacts,
and the like. In this section a different approach is taken: The existence of
errors in achieving the target path for the money stock is explicitly recognized and the importance of these errors for the objectives of monetary
policy is evaluated.
Some theoretical insight into this problem can be obtained from an extension of a simple model one of the authors has presented elsewhere.4This
model addressesthe question as to whether stability of the economy is more
likely to be obtained by a monetary policy that controls interest rates or by
one that controls the money stock. The basic conclusion of the analysis was
that if disturbances originate primarily in the IS function that summarizes
the real sectors of the economy-in consumption and investment behavior
4. William Poole, "Optimal Choice of Monetary Policy Instrumentsin a Simple
Stochastic Macro Model," Quarterly Jourlial of Econtomics, Vol. 84 (May 1970), pp.
197-216.
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and in government spending and taxation-the money stock is the proper
control instrument. But if the LM function, reflecting the monetary sector,
is the source of disturbances,the interest rate is the proper control variable.
More generally, the choice of instrument depends on the relative importance of real versus monetary disturbances.
The original model assumed that the monetary authorities could control
the money stock precisely and, accordingly, that all monetary disturbances
were caused by shifts in the public's demand for money. The extension of
the model takes the form of analyzing the effects of errors in controlling the
money stock.
A linear version of the monetary sector of the simple Keynesian model
has the following equations:
(1)

L = bo+ biY + b2r + v,

b1 > O, b2 <

0;

M = M* + e;

(2)
(3)

L=M,

wlhere L = the demand for money
Y = income
r = the interest rate
v = a random disturbance
M = the actual supply of money
M* = the supply of money desired by the monetary authorities
e = a random disturbance.
The coefficients b1 and b2 have signs as suggested 'by the theory of the demand for money. Equation (3) is the equilibrium condition requiring that
the quantity of money demanded equal the quantity of money supplied.5
Equations (1), (2), and (3) can be combined to produce
(4)

Y=

L-[M*-fbo - b2ra-t(vn- e)f.

This equation is a stochastic LMffunction with random terms from both the
5. More specifically,equation(2) could make the supply of money a functionof income, the interestrate, and a monetarypolicyvariablesubjectto precisecontrol, such as
the monetarybase.The entiremodelcould then be solved in termsof the monetarypolicy
controlvariable.The morearticulatedversioniof equation(2) makespossibleanalysisof
the significanceof the signsand sizes of the parametersof the moneysupplyfunction.Becausethese parametersseem unlikelyto be of muchpracticalimportance,that approach
is not pursuedhere.
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demand and supply of money functions. The addition of the stochastic IS
function, equation (5), closes the model.
(5)

a, <0,

Y=ac+air+u,

where u is a random disturbance.
The policy problem is now that of choosing between the interest rate and
an imperfectly controlled money stock as the policy instrument. Once this
choice is made, the IS and LM functions may be combined to produce a
solution for income in terms of the parameters,the stochastic disturbances,
and either r or M*. The formal structure of the problem is identical to that
in which it is assumed to be possible to control M precisely, except that the
solution for income embodies M* instead of M and the random disturbance
(v - e) instead of v.
The earlier paper6shows that, with a quadratic loss function arising from
income instability, the loss from following a money stock policy is
(6)

LM= (aibi + b2)-2(a2cf2-

2alb2o-,,

+

b20.2).

This same equation gives the loss from income instability under imperfect
for czU,where w = v - e.
monetary control if o- is substituted for _ and -ruW
2
Since the loss, Lr, under an interest rate policy is simply o-, a money stock
policy is superior to an interest rate policy if L11/L, < 1, or

(7) (alb, + b)2[ a

29o+ c.2

1~

~~2a1b2

2i

-'

e)+?

b] <1.

The question now is that of the impact of imperfect monetary control, as
represented by the random error e, in the loss function.
As equation (7) demonstrates, the random error e can theoretically re-

ducethe loss fromincomeinstabilityif Cve and Co.e are of the rightsign and
magnitude. In all probability, however, imprecise monetary control decreases income stability. Only if Uveis positive and larger than -2/2 would
a! be less than -2.7 Analysis of the covariance term Cue points in the same
6. Poole, "OptimalChoice," p. 205.
7. The argument for a positive

a,e

is that banks would tend to respond to a random

increasein the demandfor moneyby makingadditionalloans and holdingsmallerexcess
reserves,therebyincreasingthe supplyof money.This effectwould be offset to the extent
that the increaseddemandfor rnoneyinvolvedan increaseddemandfor currency,which
tends to reducethe supplyof money.WhileG,,e maywell be positive,theseconsiderations
and others point to a fairly small value for this covariance.
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direction. If anything, Tt18 is probably positive since a positive u-an autonomous increase in investment, for example-might be associated with
an increase in bank loans to finance the additional spending. Since a, and
is likely to be positive, thus decreasing the
b2 are both negative, 2alb2cTue
attractiveness of a monetary control policy.
The theoretical possibility that the sizes and signs of oT,eand aue might be
such as to make imperfect monetary control better than precise control
makes clear the need for a careful search for obscure repercussions before
adopting proposals to improve monetary control. Nevertheless, these possibilities seem so unlikely to be realized in practice that a strong prima facie
case emerges for the assumption throughout the rest of this paper that imprecise monetary control has genuine costs with respect to macroeconomic
stabilization objectives. Indeed, the costs arising from imperfect monetary
control could be sufficient to make an optimal interest rate policy superior
to an optimal money stock policy even tnough the latter would be superior
if money control were precise.
This simple model is built around the single objective of minimizing the
variance of income around the desired level, Yf. Given this objective, equation (8) shows the implications of the model for interest rate stability as
measured by the variance, oi2, of the interest rate:
(8)

or

= (albi +

b2)-2[b'o' +0 2 +

o

+ 2bl(au,-Otue)

2Oze]

It is clear that the variance of the interest rate is higher with imperfect
monetary control unless 2 -2(blo-,e + Cve) < 0.
When control of the money stock is imperfect, therefore, banking disturbances-the random factor, e-cause greater variability in both income
and interest rates. The existence of banking disturbances increases the attractiveness of an interest rate policy, through which the monetary authorities can both augment the stability of the financial markets and shield economic activity from disturbances in the demand and supply of money. The
economic dislocations caused from time to time by instability in the banking system support this line of reasoning.
But we know far more about stabilizing the banking system and controlling the money stock than about stabilizing income, employment, and
the price level. Therefore, the choice between a stabilization policy based on
monetary aggregates and one based on interest rates ought not to be
swayed by imprecision that, at very low cost, couLldbe significantly reduced
by institutional reforms. We now turn to these reforms.
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Reserve Requirements
At the present time member banks of the Federal Reserve System are required to hold reserves equal to or greater than specified percentages of
various bank liability itenms.If reserves were required only against demand
deposits, if the requirement consisted of a constant fraction--say, 20 percent-of demand deposits for all banks, and if banks held no excess reserves, control over reserves would provide precise control over demand
deposits. In this textbook example, a $1,000 increase in reserves would produce a $5,000 increase in deposits. The purpose of this section is to examine
the extent to which this simple textbook relationship breaks down in
practice.
The relationship between demand deposits and reserves varies for four
major reasons. First, the reserve requirement varies according to the
amount of demand deposits in a given bank and according to the class of
the bank (reserve city or country). Second, a number of items other than
demand deposits are subject to reserve requirements. Third, banks hold a
varying amount of excess reserves. And, fourth, at present reserve requirements are based on deposits lagged two weeks, thereby introducing variability into the relationship between reserves and deposits in the same week.
The structure of reserve requirements against demand deposits is quite
complex and subject to fairly frequent revision.8At the present time a bank
computes its gross demand deposits as the sum of (a) interbank demand deposits (that is, deposits that are owed to another commercial bank); (b)
U.S. government demand deposits; and (c) all other deposits. From this
total the bank subtracts cash items in the process of collection and items
due from other commercial banks (the interbank deposits of those banks)
to obtain net demand deposits, the magnitude against which reserve requirements are assessed.
As of August 1972, the reserve requirementsagainst net demand deposits
for a reserve city bank were 17 percent on the part under $5 million, and
17.5 percent on the remainder; the corresponding figures for a country
bank were 12.5 percent and 13 percent. With this structureof requirements,
a shift of $1,000 of demand deposits from a reserve city to a country bank,
both of which have deposits over $5 million, would reduce requiredreserves
8. The details of these requirementsare specifiedby the FederalReserve'sRegulation D.
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by $45, thereby supporting additional demand deposits of about $346 at a
country bank, or about $257 at a reserve city bank. Thus, under current
arrangements, deposits can fluctuate widely even though aggregate bank
reserves are constant.
Another source of disturbance stems from reserve requirementson nonmoney bank liabilities. These include U.S. government and interbank demand deposits, commercial paper issued by bank affiliates, Eurodollar
borrowings, and time and savings deposits (hereafter referredto simply as
"time deposits" unless there is reason to distinguish between the two).
Study of these matters is complicated by the fact that the "old" system of
reserve requirements outlined above is in the process of being replaced.9
The new system, given below, effectively abolishes the distinction between
reserve city and country banks. The requirements against time deposits,
Eurodollars, and commercial paper are not affected.
Net demanddeposits
(millionsoJ
dollars)
First 2
2-10
10-100
100-400
Over400

Reserverequirement
(percent)
8
10
12
13
17.5

The current reserve requirementis 3 percent of savings deposits and certain time deposits, 3 percent of other time deposits up to $5 million, and 5
percent of other time deposits above that amount. For purposes of reserve
requirements, commercial paper issued by bank affiliates is added to net
demand deposits if it has an original maturity of less than 30 days, and to
time deposits if the original maturity is 30 days or more. The reserve requiremllentfor Eurodollar borrowings is 20 percent of the amount above a
specified base.10
With the exception of Eurodollars, deposits subject to reserve requirements are averaged over a "statement" week running from Thursday
9. The new requirementsbecamefully effectiveon November 16 followinga transitional week, November9 through 15, in which the requirementswere betweenthe new
and the old levels.
10. The Boardof Governorshas proposedto reducethe reserverequirementon Eurodollar borrowingsto 10 percentand to eliminatethe reserve-freebase. (See FederalReserve Press Release, September7, 1972.)
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through Wednesday. Deposits are measured as of the close of business
each day, and since a seven-day week is used, Friday's deposits count also
for Saturday and Sunday for a bank not open on weekends. Holidays are
treated in the same fashion.11Eurodollar reserve requirementsare based on
a four-week average. Finally, in any given statement week required reserves are based on deposits two weeks earlier.
To study the effects of these complicated reserve requirements-both old
and new-we have analyzed weekly average data for individual member
banks for the period from October 7, 1970, through November 3, 1971.12
These are the actual dates of the deposit items, which, under the lagged requirements system now in effect, give rise to required reserves two weeks
later.
The analysis was conducted under the assumption that M1 appropriately
defines "the" money stock. Under this definition the money stock consists
of the sum of (a) private nonbank demand deposits at all commercial banks
less cash items in the process of collection and Federal Reserve float;13(b)
foreign demand balances at Federal Reserve Banks; and (c) currency outside the Treasury, Federal Reserve Banks, and vaults of all commercial
banks. In controlling M1 the principal strategy must be to control the
member bank portion of item (a)-hereafter referredto simply as "member
bank demand deposits." The nature of that task is indicated by the stability
of the ratio that total required reserves bears to these deposits.
The analysis of the individual bank data reveals that this ratio was reasonably stable over the sample period, and would have been even more
stable had the new reserve requirementsbeen in effect.14Under the old re11. A desirablereformwould be to base reserverequirementson a weeklyaverageof
business days. The present proceduredistorts the markets by giving extra weight to
Fridayand preholidayfigures.
12. These dates referto the Wednesdaysof statementweeks. The sampleperiodwas
selectedto avoid majorchangesin reserverequirements.Its beginningwas dictatedby the
loweringfrom 6 to 5 percentof the reserverequirementon time deposits in excess of $5
million,effectivethe statementweek of October7, 1970; its end by the unavailability,at
the time the statisticalanalysis was done, of the historicaltapes of memberbank data
beyond November3, 1971.The period is not quite "pure,"however,becausethe Eurodollar requirementwas changed in January1971.
13. Strictlyspeaking,the term "private"is a misnomersince state and local government depositsare included.The technicallycorrectterm is "demanddepositsother than
interbankand U.S. Treasury."
14. The aggregatereserveratio underthe old requirementscan, of course, be calculated from the publishedaggregatedata. However,the individualbank data are required
to analyze the sourcesof variancein the total ratio and to calculatewhat aggregaterequiredreserveswould have been under the new reserverequirements.
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quirements, the ratio of total required reserves to demand deposits averaged a little over 24 percent. The standard deviation of this percentage over
the fifty-seven-weeksample period was 0.44, and its coefficient of variation
-the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean-was 0.44/24.34 = 0.018,
or 1.8 percent. If, contrary to fact, the variability of the required reserve
ratio had arisen solely from variability of the deposit mix with total reserves fixed, the variability of the required reserve ratio would have been
associated with a standard deviation of demand deposits of about 1.8 percent, or $2.7 billion at the current level of member bank deposits.15Week
by week, and even month by month, such disturbances can produce very
high (or very low) annual rates of growth.
This calculation is presented only to provide some feel for the significance
of the standard deviation-0.44 percentage point-of the required reserve
ratio. As explained in a later section, with the system of lagged reserve requirements it is impossible to fix the total dollar amount of reserves at a
predeterminedlevel. Moreover, the analysis here is of the variability of the
requiredreserve ratio; if total reserves were fixed under a system of simultaneous required reserves the variability in excess reserves probably would
offset part of that in the required reserve ratio, thereby reducing the variability of the ratio of total reserves to demand deposits.
Under the new reserve requirementsthe standard deviation of the reserve
ratio is lower-about 0.37 percent instead of 0.44 percent. However, since
the average level of the ratio is also lower-21.64 percent-the reduction in
the coefficient of variation of the required reserve ratio is only from 1.8 to
1.7 percent.
To examine the new requirements more closely, it is useful to divide the
total dollar figure of required reserves for all member banks into the dollar
amounts required against (a) demand deposits; (b) Treasury deposits; (c)
net interbank deposits; (d) time deposits; (e) Eurodollars; and (f) commercial paper.'" This procedure yields an identity with total required reserves
15. For the derivation,see MauriceG. Kendalland Alan Stuart,TheAdvaicedTheory
of Statistics, Vol. I (2d ed., London: CharlesGriffin, 1963), p. 232.
16. As explainedearlier,RegulationD specifiesa reserverequirementagainstthe sum
of items(a), (b), and (c). Since the reserverequirementsare basedon the size of the sum,
some arbitraryproceduremust be employedto assign items to size-and thereforeto requirement-brackets. In this study the dollar requiredreservesagainst the three items
have beenseparatedby firstcalculatingitem (a) as if net interbankand Treasurydeposits
were botlhzero, then calculatingitem (b) at the margingivenactualdemanddepositsand
Treasurydepositsof zero, and finallycalculatingitem (c) at the margingivendemandand
net interbainkdeposits.This procedurewas selected because of interestin the effectsof
eliminatingreserverequirementson Treasurydeposits.
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on one side and six separate items on the other. Dividing the identity by
total demand deposits yields the identity that the ratio of total required
reservesto demand deposits equals the sum of the ratios for the six separate
items. A variance-covariancematrix of the six item ratios can then be used
to indicate the extent to which each of the items contributes to the total
variance. Since the variance of the total ratio is equal to the sum of the variances of the six item ratios plus twice their covariances with one another,
it is natural to discuss the empirical results in terms of variances and covariances. The analysis has been run in terms of both levels and weekly first
differences.
It is clear that the specification of different requirements for different
sizes of deposits causes negligible difficulty. In levels, the variance of the
percentage of reserves required on demand deposits relative to demand deposits is only 0.0021 out of the total variance of 0.1403 under the new requirements. Systematic shifts of deposits between banks of different sizes
are simply not very important.
The real problem is caused by shifts in the ratios of other iterns to demand deposits. In terms of levels, the biggest source of variability is time
deposits with a reserve percentage variance of 0.1101. Under the new requirements Treasury deposits and net interbank deposits have reserve percentage variances of 0.0308 and 0.0209, respectively, wlhilethe corresponding figures for Eurodollars and commercial paper are 0.0003 and 0.0015.
These variances, along with the mostly small covariances, sumilto the total
variance of 0.1403 under the new requirements.
The analysis of the variability of the level of the required reserve ratio
suggests the extent of the "defensive" open market operations necessary
to prevent shifts in the ratio from affecting member bank demand deposits.
If defensive operations could fix demand deposits precisely at a predetermined level, then (by an argument parallel to that uised above for the
assumption of fixed reserves)the standard deviation of bank reserves under
the old reserve requirementswould be 1.8 percent, or about $600 million at
the current level of member bank reserves. To this extent, defensive open
market operations could be eliminated and the precision of monetary control improved if the structure of reserve requirementswere reformed.
The analysis in terms of levels somewhat exaggerates the control problem arising from variability in the requiredreserveratio. Longer-run trends
in the deposit mix add to the variance in levels, but to the extent that they
can be predictedtheir effects can be offset. Analysis of the weekly first differ-
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ences of the required reserve ratio provides a measure of the control problem for a given week under the assumption that the ratio for the previous
week is known. However, lags in data availability make this an unrealistic
assumption, and so the first difference analysis somewhat understates the
control problem.
Compared with the variances in levels of 0.1403, the variance of total
required reserves as a percentage of demand deposits in first differences is
0.0931, the largest shares of which are contributed by Treasury deposits0.0306-and net interbank deposits-0.0406. Time deposits contribute only
0.0091, and the structure of demand deposits only 0.0020.

PROPOSALS

FOR REFORM OF RESERVE REQUIREMENTS

The possibilities for reform to improve control focus on Treasury, net
interbank, and time deposits, since the other items, in either levels or first
differences, contribute little to the total variance. Treasury deposits do not
make the largest contribution to the variance of the level of the ratio of
reserves to demand deposits, but they are difficult to predict and therefore
to offset. Time deposits make the largest contribution in levels, but behave
smoothly and are relatively predictable, as their relatively small contribution to variance in first differences suggests.
The elimination of the reserve requirements against some of these items
appears to be desirable. These requirements are holdovers from the days
when required reserves were viewed as reserves-funds available to meet
emergencies. But it is now widely recognized that required reserves serve
this function only to a small degree: With, say, a 15 percent reserve requirement, a $1,000 cash drain from a bank releases only $150 of reserves.
Reserve requirements are now correctly viewed in the context of enhancing monetary control by making the reserve ratio more stable and predictable than it would be in the absence of requirements.A poorly designed
set of reserve requirements can, however, make the ratio of total reserves
to deposits more rather than less volatile because the requirementson nonmoney items produce instability. One example might be the reserverequirement against time certificates of deposit (CDs). Since a bank has no obligation to redeem CDs before maturity, it seems likely that voluntarily held
reserves against them would be minimal. Because the amounts outstanding
fluctuate over time, so do the reserves held against them, and thus so do
total required reserves relative to demand deposits.
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The most logical candidate for the elimination of reserve requirementsis
Treasury deposits. Here, reserves serve no safety function at all since banks
accepting Treasury deposits must post 100 percent collateral against them
in the form of government securities. Taking account of the variance of reserves against Treasury deposits as a percentage of demand deposits plus
the covariance of this percentage with other items, under the new arrangements exempting Treasury deposits from the reserve requirements would
reduce the variance of the total reserve ratio by 0.0422 in levels (out of a
total of 0.1403) and by 0.0496 in first differences (out of a total of 0.0931).
Some might object that removing requirements on Treasury deposits
would increase interest rate fluctuations in the money markets. The argument runs that when, for example, taxes are paid, the initial impact is to
reduce demand deposits and to increase Treasury deposits. If no reserves
were required on Treasury deposits, this shift would release reserves that
the banks would use, at least initially, to buy short-term securities. The
reverse would occur when the Treasury drew down its deposits to make
payments to the public for goods and services.
This objection, however, is based on an incomplete analysis of what happens when Treasury deposits change under the current system. A corporation that pays, say, $100,000 in taxes ordinarily will put the accumulated
tax funds in short-term securities such as Treasury bills. When the taxes are
due, the bills will be sold and the funds will reside only momentarily in
private demand deposits. In a before-and-after comparison, private demand deposits will be down $100,000, Treasury deposits up $100,000, and
both the quantity of bills outstanding and excess reserves of the banking
system unchanged. However, the bill rate must be higher if the nonbank
private sector is to be in equilibrium holding the same quantity of bills but
smaller demand deposits.
Now consider the same case under a system without reserve requirements on Treasury deposits. If the reserve requirement on private demand
deposits is 15 percent, the banking system will have $15,000 of excess reserves just after the taxes are paid. Through the usual multiple expansion
in response to excess reserves, the system can expand private deposits and
bank assets by $100,000. For simplicity, suppose the banks simply buy
$100,000 of Treasurybills from the nonbank public. In this case, the beforeand-after comparison shows the nonbank public with unchanged demand
deposits, and with both bill holdings and tax liabilities down by $100,000.
Since the bills were earmarked for taxes in the first place, there is every
reason to believe that portfolio balance is achieved at the original bill rate.
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The same basic argument holds when the Treasury floats a bond issue
and puts the proceeds initially into Treasury deposits at commercial banks.
Without reserve requirements on Treasury deposits, the bonds could be
sold with no initial impact on interest rates if they were sold directly to
banks. The banks would simultaneously buy the bonds and credit the
Treasury deposits. The outcome is essentially identical when the Treasury
floats the issue publicly: Deposits are transferred from the public to the
Treasury, and banks use the resulting excess reserves to buy assets from the
public, thereby restoring demand deposits to the initial level.
When the process moves in reverse-the Treasury draws down its deposits and makes disbursements to the public or retires debt-the same
conclusion emerges: Reserve requirements on Treasury deposits reinforce
the impact on the money market of fluctuations in such deposits.
This conclusion finds support in the analysis of the sources of variability
of the relationship between total required reserves and demand deposits.
The covariance between (new) reserves required against demand deposits
as a percentage of demand deposits and (new) reserves required against
Treasury deposits as a percentage of demand deposits is actually very
slightly positive. This result holds for both levels and first differences and is
explained by the fact that the Federal Reserve cushions the interest rate impact of tax dates and Treasury financings, thereby producing a near-zero
covariance between demand and Treasury deposits rather than a negative
one.
The situation with respect to net interbank deposits is more complex.
For the banking system as a whole, net interbank deposits are, of course,
zero, but for Federal Reserve member banks they are positive. Monetary
control clearly would improve if all banks were required to be members of
the Federal Reserve System. Under current arrangements, however, fluctuations in net interbank deposits at member banks probably in part reflect
those in nonmember bank deposits relative to member bank deposits. Interbank deposits in part serve to meet the nonmember bank reserve requirements established by the various state banking authorities. In order
to stabilize M1, and not just its member bank demand deposit component,
it is therefore appropriate that increases in deposits at nonmember banks
that lead to larger net interbank deposits at member banks should absorb
reserves and exert downward pressure on member bank deposits. Unfortunately, it is impossible to confirm this argument because of the lack of
data on nonmember banks.
The final issue, and the most difficult one, is the desirability of reserve
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requirementsagainst time deposits. Of the 0.1403 variance in levels of total
new required reserves to demand deposits, time deposits contribute 0.0794
(including covariances). In first differences, of the total of 0.0931 the time
deposit contribution is 0.0149.17These figures are large enough to support
a tentative conclusion that elimination of reserve requirementsagainst time
deposits would be desirable if the M1 definition of money is accepted. If the
M2 definition is accepted, control over M2 could obviously be improved by
equalizing reserve requirements on all deposit items included in M2 and
abolishing them on everything else.18
The inmportanceof improved accuracy of monetary control may certainly be questioned with respect to so fine a matter as reserve requirements on time deposits. A perfectly reasonable position would be simply
to accept the imprecision in monetary control resulting from time deposit
fluctuations.

LAGGED

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS

Since September 18, 1968, required reserves for a given statement week
have been based on deposits two weeks earlier. On its face this system
seems to be attractive since in a given week the individual bank knows
exactly the dollar amount of required reserves. With contemporaneous reserve requirements, the bank faces uncertainty about its precise required
reserves since its internal accounting system cannot process all deposit
changes instantaneously and in some cases may not for several days.
17. Becauseof the covariancebetweentime and Treasurydeposits, these figuresinclude 0.0045 in the levels and 0.0092 in the first differencesthat are also includedin the
figuresgiven above for the contributionof Treasurydeposits.
18. Anotlherpossibilitywould be to work witlha weiglhtedaverage of M1 and M2
and set the reserverequirementon time deposits at a level appropriateto tlle weighted
averageselected.If M = wMl + (I - w)M2, wherew is the weightgivenM1, then M =
wMl + (1 - w)(Ml + TD) = M1 + (I - w)TD, where TD is time deposits otlher than

largeCDs. Supposefurtherthat the requiredreserveratios againstdemandand time deposits are set at ri and r2, respectively,suchIthat r2/rl = (1 - w). Examplesof such calculationsconfirmthat, providedthat they are not accompaniedby changesin excess reserves,slhiftsbetweendemandand time depositswill not affect the weightedaverageM.
Several problemsbeset this approaclh.There is little in economic theory to determine
the correct value for w. If w were selected simply so that (1

-

w) = r2/rl under existing

reserverequirements,w would have to be changed whenevershifts in reserverequirements altered r2/rl, and these changes would producediscontinuitiesin the M series.
even if r2/rl remainedconstant,withouta convincingeconomicargument
Furtlhermore,
for using a weightedaverageit would be impossibleto defend the M seriesagainst tlle
chargethat it was constructedsimply to obtain a nice smootlhseries!
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This argument fails to take account of two factors, however. First, under
neither system can a bank predict its close-of-business reserve positionthe difference between reserves held and reserves required-with perfect
accuracy. Last-minute deposit inflows or outflows from check-clearing are
at the same time last-minute reserve inflows or outflows. Under a contemporaneous system, a last-minute reserve flow produces some offset,
although a small one, in requiredreserves. In managing its reserve position
the average bank probably finds this offset much more important than is
the uncertainty generated by accounting lags.
The second factor neglected by the argument for lagged reserve requirements is the secondary impact of individual bank adjustments on the system as a whole. Under the present system required reserves in any given
week are a fixed number of dollars since nothing can be done to affect deposits outstanding two weeks ago. By hook or by crook, this quantity of
reserves must be found for the banking system as a whole. If a bank short
of reserves adjusts by selling some assets, its gain in reserves must mean a
loss to some other bank. Individual bank adjustment does not contribute
to banking system adjustment. The game is "Old Maid" when there are
excess reserves in the system as a whole, and "Young Beauty Queen" when
there are deficient reserves!
Under a system of contemporaneous reserve requirements, secondary
adjustment can lead to a reduction in the dollar amount of required reserves if there is a reserve shortage. The banking system as a whole can reduce a reserve shortage in a given week with a fixed quantity of reserves if
individual banks sell assets to the nonbank public and thereby decrease the
deposits upon which reserve requirements are based.
The practical possibilities for this secondary adjustment in the short run
are limited, but not insignificant. Many corporate financial officers with
sharp pencils are quite preparedto buy short-term, highly liquid assets and
hold them for a few days if the yield is attractive. A temporary increase in
interest rates caused by reserve stringency holds the promise of capital
gains if yields are expected to fall back in a few days. The demand for demand deposits may be quite interest elastic in the very short run around the
expected or "normal" level of the interest rate.
In any event, lagged reserve requirements preclude both primary and
secondary adjustments since current deposit changes do not affect current
requiredreserves. With lagged reserverequirements,attempts by individual
banks to adjust to a reserve shortage will exert pressure on the money market until interest rates are bid up sufficientlyeither to induce some banks to
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borrow the needed reserves from the Federal Reserve, or to force the Federal Reserve to create the needed reserves through an open market purchase or some other technique.19In the case of a reserve surplus, the downward pressure on the money market continues until banks become willing
to hold excess reserves, or the Federal Reserve intervenesto destroy some.20
To obtain some evidence on the influence of lagged reserve requirements
on the stability of money growth and money market conditions, we have
examined the weekly behavior of M1 (not seasonally adjusted), the federal
funds rate, and free reserves before and after the introduction of lagged reserve requirements. The "before" period runs for 246 statement weeks
from January 1, 1964, through September 11, 1968, the "after" period for
197 statement weeks from September 25, 1968, through June 28, 1972. For
the money stock, the standard deviation of the percent per week change in
unadjusted M1 was 1.01 in the "before" period and 1.07 in the "after"
period.
In judging money market stability, perhaps the best summary measure is
the variability of the weekly change in the federal funds rate. The standard
deviation of this variable rose from 0.26 percentage point in the "before"
period to 0.34 in the "after" period. Another useful measure is free reserves, the difference between excess reserves and borrowings from the
Federal Reserve.2' The standard deviation of the weekly change in free
reserves was $124 million in the "before" period and $244 million in the
"after" period.
These findings thus reveal slightly less stability in both money growth
and money market conditions since adoption of the lagged reserve require19. Offeringa thirdalternativeunderthe currentsystem,RegulationD providesthat
a bank may carryover to the next week excessor deficientreservesup to 2 percentof the
requirement.This provisionwas introducedat the same time as the systemof laggedreserverequirements.
20. "The new rules, by eliminatingcurrentchanges in requiredreservesas a source
of changein desiredreserves,haveincreasedthe workdone by price[thatis, federalfunds
rate] movementsin adjustingdesiredreserves."WarrenL. Coats, Jr., "The September,
1968, Changes in 'Regulation D' and their Implicationsfor Money Stock Control"
(Ph.D. thesis, Universityof Chicago, 1972).The Coats studycontainsmuchanalysisand
evidencerelevantto this paper.
21. In calculatingfree reservesin the "after" period, excess reserveshave been adjusted to reflectthe significantcarry-overprovisionsof the reserverequirementregulations. In the "after"period, the averagelevel of excess reserveswas about $214 million
while the average level of carry-overreserveswas about $93 million. The carry-over
figures are publishedin the H.4.1 weekly Federal Reserve release, "Factors Affecting
Bank Reservesand ConditionStatementof F.R. Banks."
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ments system. They do not show conclusively whether the lagged system
has made control a little less or a little more precise. The control problem
depends both on the stability-and therefore the predictability-of the relationships among total reserves, free reserves, the funds rate, and the
money stock, and on the source of disturbances to the system. The lagged
reserve requirementssystem in all probability reduces the stability of shortrun functional relationships and to that extent the precision of week-byweek control. In controlling the money stock, the Federal Reserve must
attempt to affect deposits in a given week by changing reserves. Since total
reserves in a given week must equal or exceed the required reserves given
by deposits two weeks earlier, control must be exercised by changing the
extent to which total reserves are supplied through the discount window
relative to the excess reserves in the banking system. An open market sale
tends to reduce the excess reserves of banks in a surplus position, and to
increase the borrowings of banks in a shortage position. The "free reserves"
of the banking system decline. The problem is to know how the decline in
free reserves will affect currentdeposits in the banking system.
The relationship between free reserves and deposits is likely to be less
stable with lagged reserverequirements.If, as noted earlier, a bank attempts
to adjust to a shortage of reserves by selling assets to the public, the resulting reduction in deposits does nothing to ease the reserve shortage for the
banking system as a whole. At this point two conflicting forces come into
play. As the money markets tighten, banks may decide simply to borrow
the needed reserves from the Federal Reserve. To the extent that they do,
the reserve shortage does not reduce the current deposits of the banking
system. This effect would be the more likely the firmer were bank expectations that money market rates were only temporarily high, because, rather
than sell assets to the public at the capital loss implied by the temporarily
high rates, the banks would borrow instead from the Federal Reserve. On
the other hand, if rate expectations are revised upward, the banks will be
more likely to adjust by selling assets to the nonbank public. But this process may be overdone. Current deposits may fall below the level appropriate to the current level of bank reserves because the reduction in current
deposits does not reduce current required reserves and therefore does not
ease the reserve shortage causing the upward pressure on the money markets.
On the whole it seems likely that the response of the banking system in
creating (destroying) deposits in the face of a reserve excess (shortage) will
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be weaker and less predictable under the system of lagged reserve requirements than under the contemporaneous requirements system.2 Stability
of short-run relationships, however, is not the whole story; the source of a
change in bank reserve positions is also important. Suppose, for example,
that there is a surge in bank loans and therefore in deposits. Other things
equal, in two weeks a reserve shortage will occur. In this case it would be
desirable for banks to react strongly to the reserve shortage to reduce deposits and thereby wipe out the unwanted surge. Better yet, under either
the lagged or the contemporaneous systems, would be bank reactions that
forestall a deposit surge in the first place. But strong and predictable bank
reactions to changed reserve positions are detrimental to deposit stability
when the source of disturbance is on the reserve side through, for example,
changes in the deposit mix, as discussed earlier in this section, or through
fluctuations in items such as float, to be discussed in the following section.
Thus, the lagged requirementssystem will be preferableif reserve positions
are disturbed principally from the reserve side rather than the deposit side
and if bank reactions are weaker under this system.
Even if this last proposition is true, the system of lagged requirements
will be inferior to the contemporaneous requirementssystem if most of the
reservedisturbancescan be eliminated. Since a major theme of this paper is
that reserve disturbances can be eliminated for all practical purposes, the
conclusion is that requirementsought to be placed on a contemporaneous
basis in order to improve the accuracy of monetary control. In any event,
the lagged requirements system does not make reserve management any
easier for the banks and does tend to intensify money market instability.

Provision and Use of Member Bank Reserves
In the previous section we examined the stability of member bank demand deposits in light of the structure of reserve requirements, taking
member bank reserves as given. We now turn to the determination of aggregate member bank reserves.
The analysis is based on the accounting statement of sources and ulses
(supplying and absorbing items) of reserve funds (Tables A-4 and A-5 in
the Federal Reserve Bulletin). The various items from this accounting state22. This conclusionis basedon the a prioriargumentsketchedabove and on evidence
presentedin Chapter4 of the Coats dissertationcited earlier.
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ment have been combined into seven composite items in such a way as to
preservethe accounting identity. The only part of this procedure requiring
special mention is that to obtain a composite item consisting of total member bank reserves requires adding member bank vault cash reserves-an
item not included in the basic sources and uses identity-to member bank
reserves on deposit at Federal Reserve Banks.23To maintain the accounting identity, vault cash reserves are also added to the composite currency
item appearing on the other side of the identity.
The composite item, total member bank reserves, is identically equal to
six other items, the exact definitions of which are given later. These six
items, in the order in which they are analyzed below, are (1) Federal Reserve float; (2) composite currency account; (3) miscellaneous items consisting of net foreign assets held by the Federal Reserve and the Treasury
plus the net value of Federal Reserve and Treasury accounts not included
elsewhere; (4) member bank borrowings from Federal Reserve Banks; (5)
rounding error item necessary to maintain the identity precisely; and (6) the
Federal Reserve's open market portfolio.
This procedure involves no behavioral hypotheses other than those implicit in the construction of the various composite categories. For example,
fluctuations in float cannot validly be said to "cause" fluctuations in total
member bank reserves because a change in float may be offset by a change
in another item on the right-hand side of the identity. Such an offset would
be indicated by a negative covariance between float and the other item.
Even more significant, the variance of member bank reserves contributed
by the noncontrollable items is not always undesired: When the Federal
Reserve wishes to change member bank reserves it can often simply permit,
say, a currency drain to do the job without relying on open market operations.
Nonetheless, if a reformed system could prevent a noncontrollable item
from affecting member bank reserves, the unwanted fluctuations would be
eliminated and open market operations could be used to change reserves
by the required amount. In this sense, evidence on the sources of variance
23. All of the itemsin the sourcesand uses identityare end-of-dayfigures;the Blulletini
providesdata in the formof weeklyaveragesof end-of-dayfigures.Vaultcash reservesdo
not appear in the basic identity because under the currentreserverequirementstheir
amount for a given statementweek consists of averageholdingsof vaultcash two weeks
earlier. Prior to September 12, 1968, vault cash reservesconsisted of the average of
opening-of-dayvault cash (equivalentto the previousday's end-of-dayamount) so that
vault cash reservesequaledvault cash with a one-daylag.
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of total memberbankreservescan pointto areasin whichreformmightbe
desirable.
itemsin the
Totalmemberbankreservesandthe variousright-hand-side
reservesidentitydescribedabove have been processedthroughthe commatrix.Becauseof the shiftto lagged
puterto obtaina variance-covariance
reserverequirements,the total sampleperiod has been split into "period
A," whichextendsfor the 246 statementweeksfromthe weekof January1,
1964,throughthe weekof September11, 1968;and "periodB," for the 171
statementweeksfromthe weekof September25, 1968,throughDecember
29, 1971. There are thus 245 observationsof weekly first differencesin
periodA and 170in periodB. The data are in millionsof dollars.
To estimatethe probablecontributionof a proposedreformto reducing
variancecalls for allocation of the covarianceterms to avoid doublecounting,and this is done by assigningthe covariancetermsto the items
in the orderin whichthey are discussed.The orderselectedto some extent
is arbitrary,and to some extentreflectsthe authors'judgmentas to which
of the reformsare less controversialand thus of higherpriority.
The findingsfor the two periodsarereportedin the two partsof Table 1.
The variableshave been denotedas Xi, X2, . .. , Xo, and these symbols
serve as column heads. The variables X1 through X5 will be discussed in

turn; X6 is the governmentand agencysecuritiesportfolio (plus a small
amountof bankers'acceptances)and is treatedsomewhatdifferentlyfrom
the otheritems.
To understandhow the tableis organized,considerthe XI column.The
entryin the XI row is the varianceof XI. The entriesin the X2throughX5
rows are twice the covariancesof X1 with these othervariables.The subtotal row givesthe sum of the varianceand covariances.In the absenceof
open marketoperations,the subtotalwould representthe "contribution"
of XI to the total varianceof memberbank reserves.The X6 row is twice
the covarianceof Xo and X1 and shows the extentto whichopen market
operationsoffset the contributionshown by the subtotal.The last row
givesthe sumof the subtotaland X6rows.Finally,the entriesin the "total"
row are added to give the "grandtotal." The grandtotal is, of course,
simplythe varianceof total memberbank reserves.
The resultssuggestthat the introductionof laggedreserverequirements
has substantiallyincreasedthe varianceof the weeklychangein member
bankreserves.(Hereafter,unlessthe analysisin termsof levelsis explicitly
mentioned,the phrase"weeklychange"will be omitted.)In the firsthalf
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Table 1. Matrix of Factors Contributingto Variance of Member Bank
Reserves, Two Periods, 1964-71
First differencesof weekly observations,in millions of dollars
Variablea
Periodand
variablea

Xi

X2

X3

X4

X5

Xo

Grand
total

Period A: January1, 1964-September11, 1968
X1

82,256

X2

-16,620
1,380
-10,715
12

X3
X4

X5
Subtotal
X6
Total

56,313

...

81,261
-33,486
-15,303
42
32,514

-103,412

-110,793

-47,099

-78,279

...
...

...

...
...
39,358
2,608 17,819
-17
1
41,949 17,820

...

...
...
...
2

...

...

...

...

...

2

...

28,592

-41

140,061

13,337 46,412

-39

140,061

-28,612

...
...
74,393

PeriodB: September25, 1968-December29, 1971
X1

155,071

-164,688
--1,744
-22,409

X2
X3
X4
XZ5

-44

Subtotal
XA'
Total

-33,814
-88,441
-122,255

...

-38

94,437
-55,685
38,752

...

.....

127,825
...
-23,559
77,198
-9,791
-31,761
29

...
...
53,846
-6

45,466 53,840

...
...
...

...

8

...

...

...

...

...

8
...

-79,614

30,219

359 194,624

-34,148

94,059

367 194,624 161,399

Source: Dei ived from data in FederalReserveBulletin, relevant issues, pp. A-4, A-5.
a. Xi
Federal Reserve float.
comiipositecurrency-member bank vault cash reserves minus the sum of (a) member and nonX2
memlberbank vault cash and (b) the currency comiiponentof Mt.
gold
stock plus special drawing rights plus Treasurycurrency outstanding plus Federal Reserve
X3
loans other than to member banks, minus the suml of (a) foreign deposits at Federal Reserve
Banks; (b) Treasurycash holdings; (c) Treasurydeposits at Federal Reserve Banks; (d) other deposits at Federal Reserve Banks; (e) other Federal Reserve accour)ts.
miiemiiber
bank boirowing fromiiFederal Reserve Banks.
X4
sum of all rounding errors in reserves identity.
X5
Xo U.S. governmiientand agency securities bought outright and by repurchase agreement, and
bankers' acceptances held by Federal Reserve Banks.
The sum of Xi through Xs is equal to total member bank reserves.

of the sampleperiod,the varianceof memberbankreserveswas 74,393;in
the secondhalf,the variancewas 161,399.No doubtsome of this increased
varianceis simplya scale effect from the growthin the level of member
bank reservesfrom an averageof $22.8 billion in the first half to $28.5
billionin the secondhalf.Butsucha scaleeffectcan accountfor an increase
in varianceof only about56 percentratherthanthe increaseof 117percent
actuallyobserved.
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The variance of the Federal Reserve's government securities portfolio
(hereafterreferredto as "government securities") is 140,061 and 194,624 in
periods A and B, respectively, exceeding the corresponding variances for
member bank reserves in both cases. Open market operations clearly have
a substantial "defensive" element designed to offset the impact on bank
reserves of fluctuations in other items. However, the increase in the government securities variance between period A and period B is only 39 percent.
Defensive operations were apparently relatively less important in the second than in the first period. The growth in the open market variance was
actually less than would be expected from the scale effect, and in period B
the variance was smaller relative to that of member bank reserves than it
was in A.
The items accounting for the variance of member bank reserves may now
be examined in turn, and suggestions for reform to reduce variance will be
presented.

FLOAT

Float (X1) arises from the fact that, when a member bank sends a check
to the Federal Reserve for collection, the Fed on average credits the bank's
reserve account before debiting the account of the bank upon which the
check is drawn. The reduction of Federal Reserve float depends primarily
on regulatory changes and investments in modern data processing equipment. Such reforms as the proposed amendments to Regulation J and the
establishment of regional check processing centers should sharpen monetary control since fluctuations in float are difficult to predict accurately
and, therefore, to offset through open market operations.
Although Table I makes plain that the net contribution of float is
negative, especially in period B,24 it would be desirable nonetheless to reduce float. Much of the negative contribution is due to defensive open
market operations (Xe;) and to member bank borrowing (X4), both of
which might be curtailed if float were reduced. The offset from the com24. The explanationfor the largenegativecovariancewith X2 for periodB is that, for
poorly understoodand apparentlyindependentreasons,float and vault cash both have
intramonthlypatternsin which the float peak is approximatelytwo weekslater than the
vault cash trough.At the time of the shift to laggedreserverequirementsthese patterns
wereexploitedby laggingvaultcash reservesby two weeksso that the fluctuationsin float
and vault cash reserveswould tend to cancel out.
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posite currency item (X2) would be unnecessary if the reserve regulations
for vault cash were reformed as suggested below.25

CURRENCY

The impact of currency on member bank reserves is complex. Three different currency components-the currency component of M1, member
bank vault cash, and nonmember bank vault cash-have been subtracted
from member bank vault cash reserves to form the "composite currency"
variable (X2).
As was true of float, fluctuations in composite currency have been offset
by defensive open nmarketoperations and member bank borrowing. However, the negative covariance between X6 and X2 is more than accounted
for by the covariance between X6 and the M1 currency component of X2.
The M1 currency component enters X2 with a negative sign; the covariance
between M1 currency itself and X2 is positive. To an unknown extent the
negative covariance between X2 and Xo simply reflects positive covariances
among M1, the currency component of M1, and XA6rather than defensive
operations. Part of the covariance between X2 and X6 should, therefore,
appear in the X6 column of the table, and part remain in the X2 column.
The aim of the institutional arrangementsshould be to insulate M1 from
the effects of currency drains. The use of lagged rather than current vault
cash in bank reserves in period B insulates bank reserves from currency
drains to the extent that banks do not replenish vault cash by drawing
down reserves on deposit at Federal Reserve Banks, but this scheme does
not necessarily eliminate the impact on M1. The easiest method of insulating M1 from vault cash drains (or inflows) would be to deduct vault
cash from gross demand deposits in calculating net demand deposits subject to reserve requirements. This proposal is equivalent to counting as
reserves a percentage of vault cash that is equivalent to the required reserve ratio against demand deposits. Under this proposal, a currency drain
would in the first instance force a bank to reduce deposits by the same dollar amount as the currencydrain, thus leaving the money stock unchanged.
If the bank then replenished its vault cash by drawing down reserves on
deposit at the Federal Reserve-a step that, if not offset, would eventually
25. Besides control problems,float also producesa bias of unknown extent in the
measuredmoney stock, as discussedin the next section.
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lead to a further decline in deposits-the Fed could easily offset the impact
on Ml by an open market operation. The appropriate magnitude is the
currency shipment times the quantity one minus the marginal reserve ratio
on net demand deposits. For a perfect offset, the Fed has only to make sure
that its own internal accounting system quickly transfers to its open market
desk information on its currency shipments to banks.26
For a simple example of the effect of this proposal, suppose a bank's
customers cash checks for $10,000 against their demand deposits, which
have a reserve requirement of 20 percent. The currency component of M1
would be up, and the demand deposit component down, by $10,000. Under
the proposal, neither the bank's net deposits subject to reserverequirements
nor its reserves would have changed. If the bank replenished its vault cash
by, say, $5,000 by reducing its reserves on deposit at the Fed, then the Fed
could buy $4,000 ($5,000 times 0.8) of Treasury bills to offset exactly the
effect of the currency drain on member bank reserves.
This proposal would eliminate the impact of currency drains on M1 precisely with no need for banks to report additional data and with no significant adverse side effects.27 Under the current system a currency drain
may lead banks to begin the adjustment process involving a multiple contraction of deposits before the Fed has the data that show what is happeining.With large reserves of vault cash at the present time, banks have
no need to replenish vault cash in the face of a currency drain, but they
must begin to adjust reserve positions since the smaller vault cash is this
week the smaller vault cash reserveswill be in two weeks.

MISCELLANEOUS

ITEMS

The items lumped together in variable X3-listed in the note to Table 1are far from trivial in size and general economic significance. However,
26. For a similarproposal, see Lloyd M. Valentine,"A Proposal for the Automatic
Neutralizationof CurrencyFlows," AmericaniEconiomic Review,Vol. 68 (March 1958),
pp. 111-18.
27. Otherthings equal, countingonly partof vault cash as reserveswould tend to reduce bankearnings.If it weredesirableto do so, this effectcould be offset by reducingthe
requiredreserveratio,just as the new reserverequirementsproposalsoffset the effectsof
the proposedrevisionsin RegulationJ. The only genuinecost would be the tendencyto
increasedshipmentsof currencyand coin between memberbanks and the FederalReserve Banks,and even this could be avoided if the FederalReserveheld some of its currency and coin in the memberbanks.
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monetary policy can exercise control over these items only to the extent of
partially offsetting their fluctuations through open market operations. Since
all of them appear on the books of either the Federal Reserve or the Treasury, the accounting systems of both agencies should be designed to transmit to the open market desk information on changes in these items as
rapidly as possible.

BORROWING

The contribution of member bank borrowing (X4) to total variance was
substantial in both periods. To a considerable extent, as has been noted
above, borrowing has offset fluctuations in other items. Suppression of
these unwanted fluctuations through the reforms discussed above would
obviate the need for such offsets. The positive covariance between borrowing and open market operations is probably due to the fact that both the
commercial banks and the Federal Reserve act to offset other items and
both react in the same direction when market interest rates change.28
The link between member bank borrowing and the existence of reserve
requirements is obviously close. The cost to a bank of borrowing from the
Fed is the cost the bank must bear when it fails to meet the reserve requirements through its own resources or through borrowing in the private market. Borrowing thus permits some penalty short of closing down the bank
to be assessed when reserve requirements are not met.29
Monetary control should aim to regulate borrowing so as to minimize
its impact on the money stock. We favor tying the discount rate to some
money market rate so that it would always be above money market rates
by some margin. The imposition of a penalty discount rate should be more
acceptable if the adoption of the other proposals discussed in this paper
28. The tendency for the latter reactions to produce procyclicalfluctuationsin the
moneystock is one of the argumentsfavoringgreaterpolicyattentionto the moneystock.
During period B, much of which was characterizedby greaterpolicy attention to the
moneystock, the correlationbetweenX4 and X6was 0. 15,whereasfor periodA the correlation was 0.29.
29. The profit-maximizingview of bank borrowingbehaviorexpressedin this paragraphhas long beendisputedby those who believethat banksborrowprimarilybecause
they get caughtshortas a resultof fluctuationsbeyondtheircontrol.This opposingview,
it seems to us, is based on an incompleteunderstandingof the implicationsof profitmaximizingbehavior under uncertainty.For an exposition of this point, see William
Poole, "CommercialBankReserveManagementin a StochasticModel: Implicationsfor
Monetary Policy," Journial of Finance, Vol. 23 (December 1968), pp. 769-91.
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substantially reduce the reserve fluctuations affecting the banking system
as a whole. Disturbances affecting individual banks, but not the system as
a whole, can be handled through the interbank federal funds market rather
than the discount window. If the discount rate were always above money
market rates, the tendency of borrowing to contribute procyclically to the
reserve base would be largely eliminated as would the problems the Federal
Reserve has in administering the discount window.

GOVERNMENT

SECURITIES

PORTFOLIO

The Federal Reserve's government securities portfolio is, of course, the
principal instrument of monetary policy, but as can be seen from the negative covariances in the X6 row of the table, a substantial percentage of open
market operations is defensive in nature. Indeed, the table understates the
extent of defensive operations because disturbances of the type discussed in
the previous section are also offset to some degree.
The magnitude of open market operations is substantial. In period B the
standard deviation of the change in the Fed's government securities portfolio was $441 million. The direct costs to the Federal Reserve of this trading-the internal administrative costs and the yield spreads charged by
dealers in government securities-as well as the costs of imperfect monetary control and greater money market instability could be substantially
reduced by the proposals examined above.

MeasurementError
Measurement error in the seasonally adjusted money stock consists both
of error in the underlying unadjusted data and in the seasonal adjustment
factors applied to them. The importance of data revisions is indicated by
an analysis of "preliminary" and "final" data on the monthly average
money stock over the 1961-70 period.30 The "preliminary" figure is the
first report for a given month in a Federal Reserve Bulletin-for example,
the September figure carried in the October Bulletin. The "final" data were
30. The analysisof rates of change of the money stock also uses data for December
1960,so that four quarterlyand twelvemonthlyrateof changeobservationsare available
for 1961.
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taken from the tables in the articles on the annual revisions of the money
stock series in the November 1971 and December 1970 Bulletins.31
Measurement error has great relevance for policy. Suppose, for the sake
of the present argument, that the preliminary series is regarded as an early
estimate of the final series, which in turn is regarded as the best possible
estimate of the "true" series. Since, after all, it is the preliminary series
that must be used in day-to-day policy management, the question turns on
how accurately the prelinminaryseries predicts the final series. The lower
the accuracy of the preliminary series, the less reliable the money stock as
an instrument of monetary policy.
In the analysis below several techniques are used to compare the preliminary and final series and to investigate the sources of the diserepancies
between the two. Since most of the analysis is conducted on rates of change,
to avoid confusion the term "difference" has been reserved for the difference between the two series (or their respective rates of growth) while the
term "rate of change" refers to the differencebetween two months (or quarters) of a given series, always expressed at annual rates.
The value of the preliminary rate of growth for predicting the final rate
is shown by the regression of the second on the first. Using seasonally adjusted data and rates of change over quarterly intervals, the regression has
a constant term of 1.22, a slope coefficient of only 0.788, an R2 of 0.679, and
a standard error of 1.33.32To the extent that the sample period is representative, a preliminary rate of growth of, say, 10 percent for a quarter would
produce a point estimate of the final rate of growth of 1.22 plus 0.788 times
10.0, or 9.10 percent. However, the standard error implies a one-in-three
31. Data are availableearlierpubliclyfrom"FederalReserveStatisticalRelease H.6"
(weekly), and even sooner internally.Defining data from the Builletini
as "preliminary"
was convenient from the point of view of data collection and is fully satisfactoryfor
analyzingthe importanceof revisions.The quotationmarksused up to this point remind
the readerthatdata are availableeven beforethe "preliminary"publication,and that still
furtherrevisionswill most likely alterthe "final"figures.They will be droppedhereafter,
however.It should be noted that the preliminaryrate of growthseriesis computedfrom
the monthlymoneystock figuresshown in a givenBulletid,.For example,the preliminary
rate of growthfor Septemberis calculatedfrom the August and Septemberfiguresas reUnless indicatedotherwise,all rates of growth are exported in the October BulJletini.
pressedat annualrates.The rateof quarterlygrowthis definedby takingthechangein the
monthlyaveragelevel of the money stock in the last month of the quarterover the last
month of the previousquarter.
32. The sameregressionwithconstanttermsuppressedhas a coefficientof 1.018and a
standarderrorof 1.47.
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chance that the final rate of growth will be ouitsidethe range 7.77 to 10.43
percent. This range is great enough to warn against strong policy action, for
example, to slow money growth one quarteron the grounds that the 10 percent growth reported for the previous quarter was too high.
The situation is even worse with respect to rates of monthly change of
seasonally adjusted data. The regression of final on preliminary has an R2
of only 0.55; the constant term is 2.32 and the regression coefficient, 0.478.
With a standard error of 2.40 the predictive value of this regression is obviously low.
That the difficulties are caused to a considerable extent by the seasonal
adjustment is shown by the superiority of the results using unadjusted data.
Using quarterly data, the regression of the final on the preliminary rate of
change has a constant term of 0.53, a regression coefficient of 0.972, an R2
of 0.989, and a standard error of 1.13. Using monthly unadjusted data, the
regression yields an R2 of 0.990, a constant term of 0.42, a slope coefficient
of 0.970, and a standard error of 1.70.
The seasonally adjusted money stock is, of course, revised to reflect revisions in both the underlying data and the seasonal factors. The relative
importance of these two sources of revision is indicated by an analysis of
the time series of differences between final and preliminaryrates of change
of seasonally adjusted quarterlydata. The variance of this series, 1.99, may
be divided into three parts: (1) the variance of the difference between the
final and preliminaryrates of change of unadjusted data, 1.33; (2) the variance of the difference between the rates of change of the final and preliminary seasonal factors, 1.48; and (3) twice the covariance between the first
and second, -0.82.33
According to this evidence, revisions in underlying data and in seasonal
factors are of roughly equal importance in explaining those in the rate of
quarterly growth of the seasonally adjusted money stock. When the same
33. Algebraically, if Yt and yt are, respectively, the final seasonally adjusted and unadjusted money stock figures, and if Xt and xt are the corresponding preliminary figures,
the seasonal factors are S,t - yt/ Yt and S,t = xt/Xt. Thus, if
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analysis is performed on rates of monthly change it is found that the difference between the final and the preliminaryrates of change for seasonally
adjusted monthly data has a variance of 14.14. Of this variance only 3.17 is
contributed by the difference between the final and the preliminaryrates of
change for seasonally unadjustedmonthly data; 12.21 arises from the difference between the final and the preliminary rates of monthly change of seasonal factors, and -1.24 from the covariance of these two items. The significance of the negative covariance terms will be discussed below.
If the final series provides a measure of the money stock appropriate for
policy purposes, the above analysis demonstrates that the preliminary
series is far from fully satisfactory. Naturally, the longer the period considered, the more accurately will the preliminary rates of growth predict
the final rates. Furthermore, very short-run fluctuations in money growth
probably have little impact on aggregateeconomic activity. But a real problem exists if the growth rate of money over a period as short as three months
is important, because abnormally high or low growth draws responses
from the financial markets that tend to produce abnormal money growth
over longer periods.34 In any event, data errors can only complicate monetary management.

ERRORS IN THE UNDERLYING

DATA

For the unadjusted data, a reasonable assumption is that the final series
is more accurate than the preliminaryseries; only the revisions arising from
definitional changes are sometimes questionable. The most important revisions in recent years have been connected with the troublesome commercial
bank account, "cash items in the process of collection." Cash items, and the
similaritem, "Federal Reserve float," on the books of the Federal Reserve
System, arise from the check-clearing process and both are deducted from
gross private demand deposits to obtain the demand deposit component of
the money stock.35 The measurement problem arises because both cash
34. The findings discussed above confirm those of an earlier study based on data
throughthe middleof 1969.Sincethat studyprecededthe 1970changein the definitionof
the money stock, the findingshere cannot be ascribedprimarilyto a nonrecurringdefinitionalchange.For the earlierstudy, see WilliamPoole, "Rules-of-Thumbfor Guiding
MonetaryPolicy," in Open Market Policies and OperatinigProcedures-Staff Studies
(Boardof Governorsof the FederalReserveSystem, 1971),pp. 135-89, esp. pp. 176-77.
35. For the reasons underlyingthis treatment,see, "A New Measureof the Money
Supply,"FederalReserveBulletin,Vol. 46 (October 1960), pp. 1108-12.
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items and float incorporate some transactions not associated with private
demand deposits; deducting all cash items and float thereby introduces a
downward bias into the money stock series.36
Measurement error due to cash items connected with, first, Eurodollar
borrowing and, second, the activities of agencies and branches of foreign
banks operating in the United States and of subsidiaries of U.S. banks organized under the Edge Act, was found to be important in 1969 and 1970,
and led to substantial revisions in the money stock series in those years.37
Perhaps in part because of the practical impossibility of separating cash
items and float into the categories that should and should not be deducted
from gross deposits, the money stock concept itself was changed at the
time of the 1970 revision to include the liabilities of foreign agencies and
Edge Act corporations. As cash items and float shrink in the future through
changes in Federal Reserve regulations and improvements in data processing facilities, the effect is likely to be a reduction of current downward
biases and therefore an overstatement of rates of growth of the money
stock.
Another important source of measurementerror is the estimation of nonmember bank deposits. Reports from nonmember banks are available only
twice a year on call dates; between call dates data are estimated on the assumption that, after adjusting for trend, these deposits are a constant fraction of the deposits of country member banks. The problem is growing
worse. According to data from December call dates, nonmember banks
accounted for 16 percent of total demand deposits adjusted in 1947; by
1961 the ratio had risen to 18 percent, and it rose to 24 percent in 1971.
As some measure of the seriousness of the problem, the revisions of the
money stock arising from the call date information have a standard deviation of $379 million as calculated from the twenty-three call dates from
June 1960 through June 1971. This standard deviation is about 1.4 percent
of average nonmember bank demand deposits over this period. Since the
call dates are six months apart, the standard deviation of the estimation
36. The problemwould not, of course, arise if money were definedto include gross
depositsratherthan depositsnet of cash itemsand float. Whiledefinitionalproblemsare
beyondthe scope of this study,this particularproblemwould be eliminatedby the reduction in cash items and float that is desirableon other groundsin any case.
37. See "Revisionof Money SupplySeries,"FederalReserveBulletin,Vol. 55 (October 1969), pp. 787-803; and, "Revision of the Money Stock," FedercalReserveBuxlletin,
Vol. 56 (December 1970), pp. 887-909. Edge Act subsidiariesengage in international
banking.
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errors amounts to an annual rate of about 2.8 percent of nonmember bank
deposits, or of about 0.6 percent with respect to total commercial bank demand deposits at the present time.
Although the error of 0.6 percent at annual rate seems small, the nonmember bank error is a significant portion of the total measurement error
affecting the unadjusted data. It will be recalled that the regression of the
final on the preliminaryrate of quarterlychange using unadjusted data has
a standard error of 1.13. The errors generated by the tardy data on nonmember banks are growing and must be reduced eventually if monetary
control is to become more precise.

ERRORS IN SEASONAL

ADJUSTMENT

While the revisions of the underlying data generally can be accepted as
improving accuracy, it is an open question whether the final seasonal factors are more accurate than the preliminary ones. The revisions occur because the method of seasonal adjustment-the Census X-11 program plus
"professional review" by Federal Reserve statisticians-determines the
seasonal factor using data for several years before and, when available,
after the month in question. Of course, none of the "after" data are available when the preliminaryseries is constructed but as time passes the additional data enter calculations of revised seasonal factors for the final series.
The most important analytical point to be made is that the seasonal adjustment of variables controlled by policy must be carefully distinguished
from that of variables that are not controlled. The aim of seasonal adjustment of data on noncontrolled variables is to eliminate recurrentseasonal
patterns so that cyclical and other patterns may be more easily identified.
But seasonal patterns of policy-controlled variables result from what the
policy makers do. For a noncontrolled variable, the problem is optimal
estimation of seasonal factors; for a controlled variable the problem is
optimal determination.
This point is relevant because the 1970 policy shift involving heavier emphasis on the money stock relative to interest rates has not been accompanied by any change in the seasonal adjustment procedure. Under current
procedures, the selection of seasonal factors for the money stock is equivalent to the selection of a seasonal policy. Such policy in one year ought not
to hinge, for example, on a change in policy the previous year that X-11
builds into estimated seasonal factors. If policy makers deliberately(or acci-
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dentally) spurred money growth in the first half of a year and then restrained it in the second, the seasonal factors calculated by X-11 for the
next year would be affected. Whether or not there were any reason in the
second year to make unadjusted money growth higher in the first half and
lower in the second half, the use of the standard seasonal factors would
tend to produce this result.
This problem is not simply hypothetical. Seasonally adjusted money
growth was higher in the first half than in the second half of both 1970 and
1971. The ex post revisions of the seasonal factors will bring the growth
rates in the two halves of each year closer together than originally reported.
That the seasonal factors do change is indicated by the following table,
which shows the growth rates38 for the first and second halves of 1970 calculated from the preliminary and revised data on the seasonally adjusted
money stock, as reported by the January 1971 and November 1971 issues
of the Federal Reserve Bulletin.
1970
Issue

First half

Second half

January 1971 Bulletin

6.0%

4.8%

November1971Bulletin

5.7

5.3

The seasonally adjusted money stock series reported in the January 1972
Federal Reserve Bulletinshows growth rates of 10.2 and 2.4 percent, respectively, for the first and second halves of 1971. The disparity between these
rates will probably narrow in the annual revision of the annual money
stock series to be published in the FederalReserveBulletinin the fall of 1972.
These revised seasonal factors ought not to be mechanically incorporated
into policy making in 1973.
The Federal Reserve should, at the end of each year, explicitly decide the
seasonal policy for the next. This policy can be most conveniently expressed
in terms of a set of seasonal factors, which will allow stabilization decisions
to be made in terms of the resulting seasonally adjusted money stock. The
same seasonal factors would be used in constructing the final money stock
series since they describe the current seasonal policy. The fact that such
seasonal factors would in general differ from those produced by the X-11
program is irrelevant.
38. Continuouslycompoundedannualrates of growthfrom December 1969to June
1970and from June 1970 to December1970.
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One side effect of the use of predeterminedseasonal factors would be a
less smooth final money stock series. The negative covariance between revisions in the underlyingdata and in the seasonal factors is one manifestation
of the smoothing performed by the X-11 technique. If revision of the underlying data tend to produce an outlier, revision of the seasonal factor for
that observation tends to eliminate it. The overall extent of smoothing is indicated by the fact that the variance of the rate of quarterly change of the
final series is 5.48 percent, while the variance of the preliminaryseasonally
adjusted rate of quarterly change series is 6.07 percent; the corresponding
figures for rates of monthly change are 12.79 and 30.97, respectively, for
final and preliminary. Smoothing through revision of seasonal factors is
also the reason why the slope coefficients in the regressions reported above
of final on preliminary rates of change are so far below unity.
That smoothing pure and simple is involved is suggested by the seasonal
factors for the money stock over the postwar period. They yield no evidence
of major changes in M1 seasonals except for the shift of the tax date from
March 15 to April 15 in 1955. To support the changing seasonals model it
would be necessary to show, for example, that the seasonal factors computed by X-11 have a recognizable trend. Instead, as shown in Figures 1
and 2, the fluctuations in the money stock seasonals appear to have occurred
in a narrow range and to have served primarily to smooth the final seasonally adjusted series.
Smoothing may well be justified insofar as the purpose of seasonal adjustment is to obtain the best possible estimate of the trend-cycle component
of a series. For this purpose it does not really matter how much of the remainder of the series is called "seasonal" and how much "irregular."Thus
the final seasonally adjusted money stock may be a very satisfactory estimate of the trend-cycle component, plus random noise that may consist of
But an unsmoothed series seems more desirable to
"smoothed irregular."3'9
avoid the incorporation of irregularcomponents into seasonal factors and
to permit the analyst to smooth according to his own purposes.
The argument for smoothing the money stock is that one outlier-even
several-is no cause for concern. This point of view, however, should find
39. This argumentis our interpretationof recentwork on the theory of seasonaladjustment. See D. M. Gretherand M. Nerlove, "Some Propertiesof 'Optimal'Seasonal
Adjustment,"Econiometrica,Vol. 38 (September 1970), pp. 682-703; Marc Nerlove,
"SpectralAnalysis of Seasonal AdjustmentProcedures,"Econiometrica,Vol. 32 (July
1964), pp. 241-86.
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expression in the way policy reacts to outliers rather than in the way the
data are reported. Outliers are frequently signals that something is happening that requires remedialaction; they ought to be investigated rather than
artificially smoothed away; one of the dangers of the X-1 1 model is that
outliers are all too easily explained away by a superficialappeal to changing
seasonals.
The realization that most of the revisions in seasonal factors for the
money stock are connected with smoothing actually makes the task of
policy determination somewhat easier. Since the factors have changed relatively little in the past, seasonal goals should be readily achievable once they
are established. Unfortunately, little work has been done on this question.
Tentatively, we conclude that efficient resource allocation requires the
monetary authorities to eliminate seasonality in interest rates arising from
seasonality in the demand for money, while giving full scope to seasonality
in interest rates arising from that in aggregate demand. Seasonal fluctuations in interest rates arising from the arbitraryselection of tax dates can
serve no useful function, while those arising from the Christmas shopping
season may tend to reallocate demand and production into slack seasons.
In terms of the simple Keynesian model of the economy, monetary policy
should remove seasonality from the LM function but not counter seasonality in the IS function.
Until the full analysis of optimal seasonality for monetary policy is
worked out, a freeze on the money stock seasonal factors at current values
probably would be desirable. As can be seen from Figure 2 and Table 2,
these factors have not changed dramatically in recent years; rather they
have tended to cluster around the factors computed by a version of the
X-1 1 program that generates fixed seasonal factors, using data for the
1955-71 period.
This inherited pattern of money stock seasonals, however, is associated
with substantial interest rate seasonals, as the last column of Table 2 suggests. This amount of seasonality in interest rates is not surprising: Federal
Reserve policy over this period generallysought to damp interest rate movements-both cyclical and seasonal-except when it deliberately aimed at
pushing interest rates one way or the other. Thus, a seasonal pattern remained because movements in rates were damped rather than eliminated.
Further analysis may show that either more or less interest rate seasonality would be optimal. Some insight into the magnitudes can be gained
from estimation of two polar cases: the additional interest rate seasonality
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Table 2. Seasonal Factors for Money Stock and Treasury Bill Rate,
1955-71 Period
Fixed ffctors
(estimated1955-71)
Vartiaible
ftictors.fbr
fin1acl
mouieystock

Thlree-mouith

Mont/i

(ranigeover 1961-71)

Moniey
stock

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

102.3-103.0
99.0-100.0
99.0- 99.2
100.0-100.6
98.0- 98.6
98.6- 99.2
99.0- 99.4
98.4- 98.7
99.3- 99.5
99.9-100.3
100.8-101.0
102.8-103.0

102.5
99.8
99.1
100.3
98.4
99.1
99.2
98.7
99.4
100.0
100.8
102.7

Treasury
bill raite
104.8
100.0
96.0
95.7
94.0
95.2
94.3
99.3
103.2
104.6
105.3
107.5

Sources: Samiieas for Figures 1 anid2.

that would occur if money seasonality were eliminated, and vice versa.
These calculations rely on estimates of the interest elasticity of the demand
for money and estimates of the money stock and bill rate seasonals. Studies
reviewed by Laidler suggest an interest elasticity of demand for M1 with respect to the short rate of interest of -0.17 to -0.20.4" Since maximum and
minimum money stock seasonals are currently about 3 percent above and
2 percent below the yearly average, respectively, in the absence of money
seasonals the interest elasticity estimates would imply interest rate seasonals
of five to six times this amount in addition to the seasonality already
present. For a Treasurybill rate averaging 5 percent over the year, the additional seasonal fluctuation would range between 0.75 to 0.90 percentage
point above, and two-thirds of this amount below, the 5.0 percent average.
Eliminating the interest rate seasonal would require widening the range of
the money stock seasonal 1.2-1.5 percent at the high end and 1.0-1.2 percent at the low end. These estimates of the increased seasonality in one
series resulting from eliminating that in the other are by no means insignificant, but neither are they large relative to the cyclical variability in the
two.
40. DavidE. W. Laidler,TlheDeand/ber.JorMonley. Tleoriestand Evide,ice(Inlterniationial
Textbook, 1969),Ch. 8.
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In sum, should elimination of seasonals from either the money stock or
the bill rate be deemed desirable to promote economic efficiency, no practical diffiCultyshould arise in doing So.41
To promote clear policy analysis, the Federal Reserve should select each
year a set of factors to represent the seasonal aspects of monetary policy.
With this approach, the rate of money growth can in principle be divided
into four parts: (a) growth for long-run needs and for cyclical stabilization;
(b) growth for seasonal stabilization; (c) growth in response to short-run,
unpredictable developments in the financial markets; and (d) random, unintended growth due to the inevitable errors in reaching policy targets and
in the underlying data. The preliminary and final seasonal factors for the
money stock would always be identical. Decisions on seasonal policy would
be explicit and they would be made by the Federal Reserve ratherthan by a
computer program.

Summary
As the arguments favoring increased policy attention to the money stock
have gained acceptance, the ability of the Federal Reserve to control the
money stock has become a more prominent issue. The simple theoretical
model presented earlier in this paper demonstrates that imprecise monetary
control tends to aggravate the instability of both income and interest rates.
In order to present a broad view of the control problem an effort has been
made to analyze all of the major sources of control errors and construct as
comprehensive a list of reforms as possible. While analysis has been concentrated on the technical aspects of the proposed reforms, it must be recognized that implementation of reform must await analysis of the entire
range of economic effects of the reforms. Since extremely accurate control
seems possible within the present institutional framework, the proposed reforms do not go outside it. For example, in designing reforms, we have
41. Severalstudies have found substantiallylower interestelasticitiesof demandfor
money than those discussed by Laidler. An estimate as low as -0.05 would point to
interestrate seasonalsin the absenceof money stock seasonalsof about four times those
discussed in the text. Especiallyin the seasonal context, these low estimates seem implausiblefor a varietyof reasons.Nevertheless,they suggestthat a transitionperiodis in
orderif seasonalsare taken out of the money stock in order to test the reactionsin the
financialmarkets.
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ignored the fact that a system of 100 percent reserve requirements would
eliminate disturbances arising from fractional reserve banking, and that
freely flexible foreign exchange rates would protect the domestic money
stock from foreign influences.
The improvement of monetary control calls for separate reforms no one
of which can, by itself, solve the control problem. And so, in the order of
the discussion in the paper, here is the reform shopping list:
(1) Eliminate reserve requirementsagainst Treasurydeposits in commercial banks.
(2) Require all nonmember banks to adhere to the Federal Reserve reserve requirements specified for member banks.
(3) If M1 is accepted without qualification as the definition of money
for policy purposes, eliminate reserve requirements on time and savings
deposits.
(4) Abandon lagged reserve requirements in favor of contemporaneous
reserve requirements.
(5) Amend regulations and invest in additional data processing equipment to reduce Federal Reserve float to the greatest extent possible.
(6) Change the treatment of vault cash in the reserve requirements so
that only a percentage, equaling the marginal reserve requirement on demand deposits for each bank, is allowed as reserves.
(7) Set the discount rate so that it is always above money market rates of
interest, and end administrativecontrol over member bank borrowing.
(8) Until item (2) is implemented, require all nonmember banks to furnish deposit and vault cash data to the Federal Reserve more frequently.
(9) Determine seasonal factors for the money stock as an expression of
the seasonal aspects of mnonetarypolicy rather than by standard seasonal
adjustment techniques. Since these seasonal factors would define seasonal
monetary policy they would not be subject to later revision.

Commentsand
Discussion
David Fand: The Poole and Liebermanpaper, "Improving Monetary Control," offers a menu of recommended changes to improve the implementation of monetary policy. This informed and timely analysis of our present
complicated reserve requirementssuggests that our banking laws and regulations were not designed to facilitate monetary control; indeed, until
recently, the money stock was not considered among the primary objectives of monetary policy. The inherited system of reserve requirements
complicates the relation between reserves and deposits and necessitates
"defensive" operations. Poole and Lieberman make an excellent case for
reforms to improve the central bank's control of money.
I have three specific comments on the paper. I wonder whethera "domestic" money concept-the official money stock less dollar balances held by
foreigners or other central banks-should not receive more consideration.
"Domestic" money-that is, money available for the purchase of goods and
services in the United States-may be more relevant for analyzing American economic activity than the official series. One recent attempt to calculate domestic money suggests that its movements may not coincide with the
official money series.
Poole and Liebermanassume that lagged reserverequirementsmay interfere with monetary control. This is certainly a plausible hypothesis, but not
self-evident, since it does depend on bank portfolio behavior. It would be
desirable, therefore, to investigate its effects on monetary control. Some
very preliminarystudies for the Canadian money supply suggest that lagged
reserve requirementsdo not appear to lessen monetary control.
The paper utilizes supply of, and demand for, reserves as a frameworkto
outline changes that would improve monetary control. But it may be desirable to cast this analysis in terms of a money supply function (or a money
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multiplier framework)in orderto consider systematically all the factors that
affect the money stock.
This paper on "improving money stock control" also reveals the distance traversed in the past decade. At such a session ten years ago, the
paper would have focused on whether there was any point to controlling
money. The Fed, it was argued, can control banks, but not intermediaries;
and its actions to restrict bank deposits were neutralized by offsetting expansion of intermediaryclaims. Our experience in the 1960s suggests that
tight credit may have an even more restrictive effect on the intermediaries;
hence, the concern with disintermediation.Perhaps because of the accelerating inflation, we are now discussing the mechanics of controlling money
and relatively less its possible futility.
A frequent question is why so very few countries and central banks have
attempted to control the money stock, and the suggestion is that such control is either undesirable or impossible. I question this conclusion and suggest that governments have not focused on controlling money because it is,
historically speaking, a relatively new issue of policy.
Monetary policy as one of the main tools in stabilization policy is a subject that developed after World War I. The mechanics of central banking,
such as the effect of open market operations on bank reserves, was not discovered until the 1920s, and was certainly not understood at the time that
the Federal Reserve System was first set up. And the Federal Reserve was
expected to provide an elastic currencyand to facilitate the legitimate needs
of business, but not to control the money stock.
During the twenties the Federal Reserve, in its famous TenthAnnual Report, defined its primaryrole to accommodate commerce and business; and
emphasized its responsibilities for credit policy rather than money. The
Federal Reserve partiallyaccepted a real-bills view of central banking. During the controversies surrounding price level stabilization in the 1920s, the
Fed objected to having a price stability objective written into the Federal
Reserve Act.
After the Great Depression, money was assumed to have very little impact on economic activity, and only after the monetary revival in the 1950s
did monetary policy begin to receive any real attention. Thus, it is only in
the last decade that the question of controlling money has been perceived as
a central banking issue.
Central banking history in the United States reveals two distinct approaches: One approach views the primary responsibility of the central
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bank in terms of the legitimate needs of business and orderly credit markets; the otlier, in terms of the macroeconomic effects of changes in deposits. If the bankers' approach emphasizes "accommodation" and the
credit aspects of central banking, the economists' approach emphasizes
"control" and the monetary effects of central banking.
The recent changes in the Federal Open Market Committee directive
from a relative emphasis on money market conditions to the aggregates can
be traced back to the accommodation and control approaches that first
surfaced in the 1920s. This issue does not involve monetarism and fiscalism,
but relates to the "quantitative" and "qualitative" approaches, or what
Lauchlin Currie called "the monetary theory vs. the commercial loan
theory of banking."' The influence of economists on central banking policy
has become more significant in the last decade, and they tend to favor the
control over the accommodation view. This is perhaps one reason why
the monetary aspects of central banking are currently receiving more emphasis, and why the money stock control question was not on the policy
agenda until very recently.
In conclusion, let me emphasize that the role of money stock control in
stabilization policy is far from settled. That better control of money is desirable is not really in dispute but this does not tell us the extent to which
our stabilization performance may thereby be improved. This, in my opinion, is the important question for the future.
Stephen M. Goldfeld: I found the Poole-Lieberman paper interesting and
stimulating. I would like to compliment the authors especially for attacking
such a broad range of issues. Indeed, in terms of policy recommendations
per square inch, it outdistances any other paper that I have read recently.
In the first part of the paper, Poole's earlier model is extended to the case
in which monetary control is imperfect rather than precise. The authors illustrate well the consequences of that slippage and show that it creates the
presumption that improved control of the money supply increases the stability of income and interest rates. That presumption becomes the key rule
of the game for the rest of the paper.
Of necessity, however, that simple aggregate model cannot tell us how
best to control money or how much we can gain by controlling it better.
1. LauchlinCurrie,TheSupplyand Conatrol
of Monieyin the UniitedStates (Harvard
UniversityPress, 1934), p. 34.
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Hencethe paperhas to step outsidethe modelto supportand evaluateits
it does so in termsof a varietyof moreor less separate
recommendations;
andunintegrated
considerations.Forexample,the benefitsof the proposals
to removereserverequirements
on time depositsand governmentdeposits
are evaluatedby analyzingthe varianceof total reservesand then examining the varianceof requiredreserveson varioustypes of deposits,taking
properaccountof all thecovariances.Thesecalculationsareabovequestion
and they are illuminating.But they are nonethelesssubject to different
interpretations.
I can offerseveralreasonswhy one shouldbe cautiousin treatingthese
calculationsas indicativeof the gainsfromimplementingthese proposals.
First, eliminatingreserve requirementson time deposits, for example,
wouldnot necessarilygeneratethe benefitsthat Poole and Liebermancite,
becausebanksmightwell hold some reservesagainstthesedepositsvoluntarilyandhencekeepthe effectivereserveratioon timedepositsabovezero.
Second,to the extentthat the FederalReservedeliberatelyoffsetsdeviations in governmentdepositsor timedepositswith open marketoperations
or otheractions,no instabilityis transmittedto the moneysupply.The covariancesshedsomelighton the extentto whichsuchan offsettook placein
the sample period, but they are not conclusiveevidence.As Poole and
Liebermanthemselvespointout, partof thepredictablevariationthatcould
havebeenoffsetby the FederalReservemight,indeed,simplyhavebeenallowed to occur as a deliberatechoice of a convenientway of conducting
monetarypolicy.For example,if governmentdepositswerechangingin the
right directionand that helpedto move the money stock in the desired
manner,the policymakersmightsimplyhave let the changehappenwithout offsettingit. To makejudgmentson the importanceof varioustypes of
disturbances,one ideallyneedsto knowhow wellthe FederalReservepredictedthem over the sampleperiodand, given that prediction,how they
consciouslyactedto allow or preventthemfromoccurring.Obviouslythat
kindof knowledgeis not available,but resultsobtainedwithoutit mustbe
interpretedwithcare.
In theirvarianceanalysis,the authorschoosea weeklyperiodas the time
unit.Thereis no wayto defend(or to criticize)that choicebecausethereis
no consistenttheoreticalmodelto guidesucha choice.The weeklyvariance
presumablyassumesthat policymakersshouldattemptto controlmoney
on a weeklybasis,butnothingin the papergivesus anyreasonto preferthat
over a daily or monthlycriterion.And the differencesin the empiricalre-
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sults might be large if the calculations were performed on different time
units.
Controlling the money supply is obviously not the authors' only policy
objective. If it were, Poole and Lieberman would not merely recommend
the abolition of reserve requirementson time deposits, but would go to the
extreme position of applying a 100 percent reserve requirementon demand
deposits-a reform that would clearly make the money stock subject to perfect control. I infer that the authors would not be enthusiastic about certain
changes in the structure of the financial system that would follow from 100
percent reserve requirements.Neither would I. A different kind of world
would prevail with 100 percent reserves and in that world the control of the
money supply might be less relevant and less interesting.
The proposal for abolition of reserve requirementson time deposits is a
more relevant and reasonable proposal; but, by the same token, it also
would alter the structure of the financial system as well as contributing to
improved control of the money stock. In evaluating the Poole-Lieberman
proposal, I would feel more confident if I had a clearer view of the likely
impacts on the financial structure and, in turn, on economic stability. My
concern can be illustratedwith one specific example: If the reserve requirement on time deposits were lowered to zero, the banks would become able
and willing to increase interest payments on time deposits, given any set of
interest rates on short-term securities. Presumablythe interest rate on time
deposits would move up relative to market interest rates and would move
more nearly parallel to them thereafter. Depending on the relative importance of time deposit rates and market interest rates as determinants of
the demand for money, the interest elasticity of the demand for money
would be changed. It is not clear whether such changes would facilitate or
impede economic stability, but certainly that issue should be evaluated
along with the benefitsof improved monetarycontrol. Another side effect of
dropping reserve requirementson time deposits would be the strengthening
of the competitive position and profitabilityof commercial banks relative to
other intermediaries. This may be a minor issue; but it deserves some
consideration.
I understandwhy the authors want to focus solely on the objective of improving monetary control; but the point I want to emphasize is that they
cannot really abstract from all other considerations, and in fact they do not
do so consistently. The accuracy of monetary control is not the only interesting question; the broader questions of the benefits stemming from im-
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proved monetary control and the possible costs of implementing more
precise controls are important. These added tasks require a much more
comprehensive and elaborate model of the economy than the authors or
anyone else now has available; I hope that Poole and Lieberman will contribute furtherto our knowledge by moving in that direction in the future.

GeneralDiscussion
F. Thomas Juster emphasized the importance of the span of time over
which the money supply deviates from the target. The cost of imperfectcontrol of money has to be negligible over time periods of an hour or a day,
Justerobserved, but obviously becomes sizable over some longer, meaningful span of time. He doubted that the relevant period was as short as a week,
as the paper implicitly assumed by studying the variance of weekly observations. On the other hand, Juster felt that very short-run swings in interest
rates could be costly.
In a similar vein, Franco Modigliani reported that James Pierce of the
FederalReserve Board staff had found that the particularprofile of a inoney
supply path obtained over a six-month period has little lasting effect thereafter. In other words, the economic and financial impact from the third
quarteron will be very much the same regardlessof whether a given money
increasein the first two quarterswas generatedby smooth growth or uneven
growth within those quarters. Although Modigliani cautioned that these
findings were tentative, he suggested that they reinforced Goldfeld's and
Juster's comments on the need to determine the relevant time period for
monetarycontrol before definite conclusions are reached on the desirability
of major institutional reforms.
William Poole explained his use of weekly data, noting that Federal Reserve regulationscover weekly activities and hence data are generated on a
weeklybasis. He understood the concern about the relevanttime period, but
he emphasized that the paper addressed a different set of questions. The
presentinstitutionalstructureof banking has been developed over decades;
virtually no attention has ever been given to the ways that structure impedes or facilitates monetary control. The empirical work in the paper catalogs the nature and sources of the problems of controlling money, as they
relate to the institutional structure. Documenting the sources of weekly
varianceis not the same as arguing that money should be controlled on a
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weekly basis, Poole emphasized. He did feel that, if the money stock fluctuated, it should do so for a good reason-such as a conscious desire to
smooth interest rate movements or to stimulate the economy-and not because of mistakes or unforeseen shifts. Charles Lieberman added that, from
an eclectic point of view, those who emphasize the importance of interest
rate fluctuations should favor reforms to reduce the impact on interest rates
of money supply disturbances. Also, since private financial and business
executives watch the movements of the money stock closely as indicators of
economic activity and of Federal Reserve policy, erratic fluctuations in
these variables can destabilize economic expectations and behavior.
John Kareken agreed that the authors presented a strong case that the
adoption of their reforms would contribute to the stability of GNP. By
cutting the variance of the money stock for a given volume of reserves, the
reforms should also reduce the variance in GNP for a given stock of reserves. But Kareken felt that, unless and until these reforms were made, the
presence of "banking disturbances" really argued for exercising short-run
monetary control through the federal funds rate rather than through the
stock of reserves.
Stephen Goldfeld questioned the conclusion of Lieberman and Kareken
on the contribution of the reforms to economic stability. He contended that
the effect on the variation of income was ambiguous, and only quantitative
examination of all the factors involved could resolve the issue.
Kareken also reinforcedthe authors' criticisms of lagging reserve requirements. The lagged requirement was initiated by the Federal Reserve for
two quite different reasons: to attract a larger membership of commercial
banks into the system and to ease the task of hitting a free reserve target.
However, now that free reserves receive less attention from the monetary
authorities, Kareken saw little reason for keeping the lagged system. Similarly, Modigliani agreed with Poole and Lieberman that the reserve requirements on Treasury deposits should be abolished. But he and several of the
panel concluded that further study would be required before the reserve
requirement on time deposits should be changed or eliminated.

